Week Ending January 8, 2021

**Graphs represent data for the week ending January 1, 2021**

LOGISTICS
Capacity is expected to remain more limited as we move through January with the possibility of
reduced driver availability. Most carriers have already discussed increased costs across all freight lanes
as we start 2021. This combined with typical unfavorable seasonal weather conditions as we move
through January into February are expected to keep continued pressure on costs, reduced availability,
and possibilities of late trucks as we move through the coming weeks.

BEEF

▲GRINDS
▼LOINS
U ROUNDS
▲▼ CHUCKS
▼RIBS

Market is unsettled. Total beef production for last week was up 22.7%
versus prior week but was down 5.0% compared to same time last
year. Total headcount for last week was 515,000 as compared to
550,000 for the same week last year. Live weights for last week were
even with prior week and up 16 lbs. versus same time last year. Beef
imports for October were up 4% over same time prior year and was the
5th straight month that imports have been higher than prior year. This
trend is in response to demand for lean trimmings needed to help
satisfy the strong demand that has been seen for ground beef. Exports
in October were up 4% over same time last year. This increase was due
in part to strong demand from China and was a record amount shipped
for the month. Demand has dropped as the holidays have passed. The
shortened holiday production weeks have helped to keep the market
more unsettled the past few weeks. Dining restrictions continue to keep
the market in an unsettled tone with demand varied across the country.
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Grinds- Market is firm. Demand is seasonally strong and combined with the shorter production the
past few weeks is putting upward pressure on the market.
Loins- Market is weaker. Demand is seasonally lighter, and the market has easer lower as we moved
into this week.
Rounds- Market is unsettled. Lighter production the past few weeks has helped to keep the market
more unsettled as we moved into this week. Retail advertising is typically increased as we move
through the coming weeks.
Chucks- Market is mixed. This week has seen both higher and lower prices between the packers. Cooler
temps typically help improve demand and retail advertising is expected to be improved over the
coming weeks.
Ribs- Market is weaker. Demand has dropped sharply over the past few weeks as seasonal buying
patterns shift. The market has seen additional drops this week and inventories are varied between the
packers.

Ground Beef
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PORK

▲BELLIES
▲HAMS
▲LOINS
-▲BUTTS
▲RIBS

Market is firmer. Total pork production for last week was up 24.5%
versus prior week but down 4.0% compared to same time last year.
Total headcount for last week was 2,168,000 as compared to 2,292,000
for same week last year. Live weights for last week were even with prior
week and up 5 lbs. when compared with same time last year. Pork
exports for October were up 13% compared to prior year with China
taking a large amount of that increase. The USDA is expecting full year
export numbers to come in at about 16% higher than prior year. The
shortened holiday production weeks help to put pressure on available
inventories and have helped to put upward pressure on the overall
market. Retail demand has been very good and helping to move
additional inventories. Concerns related to COVID-19 dining restrictions
are keeping the foodservice side of the market in a more unsettle tone
with demand mixed across the country.

Bellies- Market is firmer. Lighter availability on fresh bellies combined with good demand has helped to
put upward pressure on the market.
Hams- Market is firmer. Demand has been very good for several weeks now. Holiday demand for hams
was very good and kept pressure on the market through the end of the year. Exports on ham have
been up 83% compared to prior year. Demand from China has been almost triple from prior year.
There are reports that multiple plants have not been able to keep up with the surge in demand for
hams as the year came to an end.
Loins- Market is firmer. Light inventories and good demand are keeping pressure on the market.
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Butts- Market is steady to firmer. Export demand has been good and buying interest has been
improved as buyers look to cover their needs for spring demand.
Ribs- Market is firmer. Inventories in cold storage are at low levels and helping to keep pressure on the
market. The lighter production the past few weeks put additional pressure on the market.
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CHICKEN

-- WOGS
-- TENDERS
▲▼BNLS BREAST
-▲LEG QTR
▲WINGS

Market is steady. Total headcount for last week was 137,841,000 as
compared to 146,507,000 for the same week last year. Average weights
for last week were 6.40 lbs. as compared to 6.36 lbs. for the same week
last year. Chick placements on fryers for week ending 2/6/21 are
estimated at 163.5 million headcount. Placements for previous week
were 165.4 million and same week last year was 164.0 million. Now that
holiday season is over, the industry is back to operating in full weekly
cycles. Retail business is being reported as good. Foodservice volume is
trending light due to limited dining activities. Industry production
schedules continue to run at reduced levels to match current demand.
This reduction in processing is also creating heavier than normal bird
weights. Demand for WOGs and parts is trending mostly steady with
wings being the most sought after. Export activity for leg quarters has
improved to start the year. Supply is available across most categories.

WOGS- Market is steady. Demand from retail deli and fast food remains moderate according to
industry expectations. Consistent market activity is helping to clear all sizes. Supply is available.
Tenders- Market is steady. Fast food and retail deli business remain the key drivers of the category
while foodservice activity remains sluggish. Light production schedules are keeping offerings limited on
a weekly basis.
Boneless Breast- Market is mixed. Retail demand has stabilized as consumers resume more typical
buying patterns. With foodservice business reported as slow, some plants are starting to experience
some excess supply. Reduced production schedules continue to keep offerings moderate.
Leg Quarters and Thighs- Market is steady to firmer. Export demand has been on the rise over the last
month. Supply has tightened.
Wings- Market is firmer. Wing volume has gotten a boost in demand as consumers get ready to enjoy
the football playoffs. Foodservice outlets are keeping jumbo wings sold up and further processors
continue to seek small and medium sizes. Supply remains tight on all sizes.
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Chicken Tenders
Avg Weekly $/lb
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TURKEY

-- WHOLE BIRDS
-- BREAST MEAT
-- WINGS
-- DRUMS

Market is steady to weaker. Total headcount for last week was
2,619,000 as compared to 3,460,000 for the same week last year.
Average weights for last week were 35.32 lbs. as compared to 34.84
lbs. for the same week last year. Demand for frozen whole birds is
entering the bid and booking period for the next 90 days. Activity on
white meats and trim is light, while the parts segment is reported as
steady. Export demand for drums and wings remains very active.
Supply for whole birds is more available, parts remain tight, and white
meats are available.

Whole Birds- Market is steady to weaker. With the booking season now open, retail, and foodservice
customers are being asked to submit their booking numbers earlier than normal. Supply is starting to
become available and some offerings are being reported.
Breast Meat- Market is steady to weaker. Retail deli continues to be the main driver of volume. With
foodservice demand starting to slow, the category is being pressured. Supply is available on both fresh
and frozen product.
Wings- Market is steady. Demand for wings is moderate for whole wings and 2 joints wings. Tom sizes
are more requested, and offerings are limited.
Drums and Thigh Meat- Market is steady. Domestic and export demand remains consistent across the
board. Thigh meat continues to be supported by strong consumer demand for ground turkey. Supply is
tight.

SEAFOOD

Gulf Shrimp- Market is unsettled. The National Marine Fisheries
Service released the catch numbers for November showing year to
do catch numbers through November were down 15% compared to
same time last year. This number is 28% below the 5-year
average. Tropical storms have had an impact on fishing and
production this year. Inventories are more limited due to the
lighter catch numbers and putting pressure on prices. Ongoing
concerns related to COVID-19 are helping to keep the market more
unsettled as demand has been varied across the country.
Black Tiger Shrimp- Market is mixed. The market remains in the same trends that have been seen for
several weeks. Larger sized product continues to see lighter demand as this product is primarily used in the
foodservice market and many restaurants continue to see lighter traffic. Smaller sized product has seen
upward pressure with light inventories with a good demand.
White Shrimp- Market is unsettled. The market for product from Latin America has seen some downward
pressure due in part to many imports coming in from Ecuador. The market for product from Asia has also
become more unsettled after reports of October shrimp imports being the second highest amount ever on
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record. The overall market remains unsettled due to concerns related to COVID-19 and additional regions
across the country tightening restrictions over the past few weeks.
King Crab- Market is steady but firm. Global demand has been strong for several weeks and keeping
pressure on limited inventories.
Snow Crab- Market is firm. Demand is very active while inventories remain limited. Product from Canada is
limited and putting pressure on inventories of product from other regions.
Warm Water Lobster Tails- Market is steady to firmer. Demand has slowly improved as the price declines
thru 4th qtr. helped to garner additional interest as we moved through year end. The recent hurricanes that
impacted Central America and have slowed production out of that area and putting additional pressure on
the market. Foodservice demand has been light for several weeks, but retail demand has been good and
helping to move inventories.
North American Lobster Tails- Market is firm. Weather conditions have been less than favorable for fishing
and has been hampering landings. Demand for Live Lobsters has been very robust for several months and
has been keeping pressure on the market. Inventories are limited.
Salmon- Market is mixed. The market for product from Chile has moved higher again this week due to
demand that has been improving and putting pressure on inventories. The market for product for Europe
has also seen upward pressure for multiple weeks with an improved demand keeping pressure on
inventories. This week has seen that trend ease as compared to prior weeks. Other regions are seeing
steady to slightly lower markets this week with a fair to light demand.
Cod- Market is unsettled. COVID-19 is having an impact on overall demand as additional dining restrictions
are impacting multiple regions across the country. Recent reports show that delays in shipments of imports
are possible over the coming weeks due to heightened inspections. There has been a 6% reduction in the
quota for product of Iceland.
Flounder- Market is unsettled. Inventories vary between suppliers, but overall demand has become lighter
helping to keep the market more unsettled. A 25% tariff on twice frozen Sole/Flounder imports is in place
starting on January 1, 2021.
Haddock- Market is firmer. Inventories are good for a fair demand. Icelandic Fishing Quotas have been
increased 9% for the 20/21 season. Demand has been below expectations due to concerns related to
COVID-19. 25% Tariff on twice frozen haddock imports was put in place on January 1, 2021.
Pollock- Market is unsettled. Fishing has been below expectations and continue to result in more smaller
sized fish. This is keeping continued pressure on larger sized product as it is in tighter supply as compared
to the smaller sizes. Concerns related to COVID-19 have the market in a more unsettled tone
Domestic Catfish- Market is unsettled. Production has been lighter than expectations and keeping pressure
on availability. Shorts and allocations to orders have been commonplace. Pricing has been at higher levels
for several months now. Retail demand has been very strong for months.
Tilapia- Market is firmer. Increasing shipping costs combined with higher raw material costs are putting
upward pressure on replacement inventories overseas. Demand has been improved over the past few
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weeks putting additional pressure on the market. Plants in China are at capacity as they try to get orders
out ahead of Chinese New Year.
Swai- Market is steady. The current market is holding mostly steady but raw material costs overseas have
been increasing and this combined with increasing ocean freight costs are putting upward pressure on
replacement inventories overseas. Demand is fair.
Scallops- Market is steady.

DAIRY
Cheese

Market is firmer. The CME block and barrel markets moved higher this week. Cheese
production across the country is active as all regions have widely available milk
supply. Demands by segment have not changed much. Retail remains steady,
Foodservice demand is irregular. In the northeast region cheese production is strong. Many facilities
are running at or near capacity. Demand for mozzarella and provolone has been lower through the
holiday season. Midwestern producers report production running on a full schedule. Milk is ample in
the region. Western region producers report similar sentiments with full product schedules and plenty
of milk supply. Retail demand in the region is strong with foodservice demand weaker. Inventories are
balanced.

Cheese Block Market
Average Weekly $/lb
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Butter

Market is unsettled. The CME butter market rose early this week before inching
lower as the week progressed. Cream supply across the country is plentiful.
Demand in retail segments was lighter going into the holiday season this year.
Foodservice remains light. In the northeast churning schedules are full. Retail
demand in the region is steady. Bulk item inventories in the region are higher than print items. In the
central region the ample milk availability led to excess cream supply with some plants shutting down
multiple days for the holidays. Producers noted some positive notes from the foodservice segments.
Western butter producers are actively producing. Demand is mixed. Retail demand took a dip for the
holidays but is showing signs of recovery. Foodservice segment demand continues to struggle with
additional COVID restrictions in place.

Butter Market
Avg Weekly $/lb
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EGGS

Market is steady. Retail demand is getting a bump in volume as kids go back to school
and families prepare breakfast more often. The grocery channel is also getting
increased activity from shoppers buying product to keep on hand due to COVID-19
related lock downs. Some regional ad activity is being reported. Foodservice volume is
soft depending on the region of the country. Fast food and quick serve restaurants
continue to hold their own as the drive through window remains popular. Supply is available in both
medium and large sizes. Market is trending flat on the medium size and flat on the large sizes. National
weekly shell egg inventory reports shell egg inventory up 7.8% over last week.

SOY OIL

Market is firmer. Over the last two to three weeks, soy trading has seen renewed interest
for multiple reasons. Export demand is strong as foreign customers need to cover their
needs due to dry conditions in Argentina and floods in Malaysia. Domestic usage from the
renewable diesel sector is creating added demand. Recent worker strikes at the Argentine
ports put additional pressure on the markets. Bean supply is tight.
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Soybean Oil
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GLOVES

There has been little improvement in the category since the onset of the pandemic. Worldwide
demand rose a whopping 300% since March 2020. Markets have risen drastically on Nitrile, Latex and
Vinyl gloves. All indications point to an increasing demand of as much as 25% in 2021. Both medical
and non-medical gloves from China may be subject to another round of trade duty increases early in
2021. The nitrile gloves market has been plagued with higher demand, higher costs and lower
availability. There are some factories, which produce nitrile and vinyl, working to increase output by
adding additional production lines. It is speculated the increased capacity may begin to stabilize the
vinyl market in Q2 2021. The nitrile market is expected to remain unstable for the foreseeable future.
Raw material increases are expected on both latex and vinyl gloves as well. The poly resin glove market
saw market increases as well. Further increases are anticipated. It should be noted that counterfeit
products are in circulation in the marketplace. Attempts to defraud customers may rise, especially as
supply tightens. Additionally, logistics is a major factor to the overall market health. Ocean freight
operations are experiencing their own set of problems as they attempt to keep up with the increased
demand. Not only shortages in containers but equipment as well has led to significant delays in
offloading goods. At this time trends point to space shortages as the largest contributor to ocean
freight & receiving challenges.
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For questions regarding the markets, please contact the appropriate Category Manager:
Canned Products, Imports: Scott MacKaben, Senior VP of Procurement, ext. 5457
Beef, Pork, Seafood: Davy Ard, Director of Category Management, ext. 5431
Poultry, Eggs Oil, Wheat, Grains: Ken Kotecki, Category Manager, ext. 5463
Non-Foods, Spices, Dairy: Angie Rivera, Category Manager, ext. 5427
Beverages, Frozen Vegetables: Crystal Wilkins, Category Specialist, ext. 5451

1225 Old Alpharetta Road, Suite 235, Alpharetta, GA 30005 | 800.569.4821 | frostyacres.com
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